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SPRINKLER HEAD AND NOZZLE 
John O. Hruby, Jr., Glendale, Calif. 

Application April 10, 1950, serial No. 154,983 
9 Claims. (C. 299-8) 

This invention relates to fluid discharging and 
distributing devices and relates more particu 
larly to Sprinkler heads and nozzles. It is a 
general object of the invention to provide im 
proved Sprinklers and nozzles of the type dis 
closed in my copending application for United 
States Letters Patent Serial Number 80,287, filed 
March 8, 1949, now Patent No. 2,589,942. 
In my earlier-filed application, above identi 

fied, I have disclosed nozzles and Sprinklers 
characterized by a tubular body through which 
the stream of water or other fluid is discharged, 
a stem of Smaller diameter extending longitudi 
nally in the body and loosely restrained therein 
and means for imparting a rotary or swirling 
motion to the fluid as it passes outwardly around 
the stem, this motion of the fluid causing the 
stem to gyrate or wobble around in the body 
while inclined with respect to the axis thereof, 
so that the stem breaks the issuing fluid stream 
into Well distributed rain-like drops. 
In accordance with the present invention, the 

above-mentioned stem is tubular to conduct an 
inner fluid stream of substantial volume and is 
provided at its outer portion with discharge ori 
fices whereby the moving inclined stem not only 
breaks up the rotating fluid stream flowing 
around it but also discharges one or more jets 
of fluid which follow a generally rotary course 
to obtain an effective wide distribution of rain 
like drops. It is therefore another object of this 
invention to provide a sprinkler head or nozzle 
of the character mentioned embodying simple, 
effective 2.3ans for producing inner Sprays of 
rain-like drops and one or more outer streams 
of rain-like drops for covering or irrigating the 
area around the space covered by the inner 
sprays. The elements of the device may be re 
lated and arranged so that the streams issuing 
from the tubular stem discharge through the sub 
stantially annular outer end rotating stream to 
wipe or carry away this fluid in the form of 
Somewhat fan or curtain-like inner Sprays while 
the streams from the tubular stem continue out 
wardly beyond these fan or curtain-like streams, 
Thus the spray pattern obtained by the device 
assures the heterogeneous or unpredictable 
"rain' drop fall to the ground not only in the 
outer region of the area, being irrigated but, also 
? fhe inner region of that area. . By actual ob 
servation of the cperation of my device, it has 
been found that there is a substantially equal 
distribution or discharge of fluid throughout the 
entre selected area without an undesirable ex 
cessively concentrated fall of the fluid in any 
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given zone orportion of the area. Owing to the 
eccentric motion of the inclined wobbling tubu 
lar stem, the spray pattern is in the nature of a 
series of intermeshing ellipses which do not nec 
essarily repeat identical paths during the suc 
cessive cycles of stem movement and therefore 
do not concentrate the drop fall at any given . 
point or points. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a sprinkler or nozzle of this character that is 
operable to discharge a large volume of fluid in 
a most economical manner. The device offers 
a minimum of resistance to flow and therefore 
creates little back pressure and operates to dis 
charge the water or other fluid in the form of 
relatively large drops with little or no mist or 
fine spray. This is of prime importance in low 
humidity areas and in windy districts where 
the wasteful evaporation and blowing of the mist 
produced by most prior sprinklers and nozzles 
is a distinct disadvantage of such prior devices. 
Furthermore, the free action of the device of my 
present invention is such that an effective de 
livery of the rain-like drops is obtained even 
where only low pressures are available and as 
sures the delivery of a maximum volume òf wá 
ter and the maximum coverage or distribution 
with a given supply pressure and volume eondi 
tion. This is important to the farmer of orch 
ardist who is often obliged to procure the largest 
volumetric delivery of water possible in a given 
period of time. The large capacities of the dis 
charge passages and orifices and the eccentric 
wobbling action of the tubular stem preclude 
clogging of the device by sand, rust or other solid 
matter and, in fact, the motion of the stem 
serves to actually clear large solid matter par 
ticles from the sprinkler. The ability of the . 
sprinkler to dišcharge a large volume óf watër 
with a minimum of back pressure permits liquid 
fertilizer to be iridiced or aspirated directly in 
to the supply stream to be discharged from the 
spriniklé?i together with the water. Iñi the päst 
it has been necessary to enploy expensive pump 
ing equipment to force the liquid fertilizer into 
the Supply streami because of the high back pres 
Sure or resistance to flow created by the conveni 
tional sprinklers. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a sprinkler or nozzle of this class incorporating 
means of adjustment to obtain practically any 
desired extent distribution or coverage under 
various prevailing supply pressure and volumé 
conditions. The ?evice may incorpõrate an ?d 
justament for the port or ports of dischargé fröm 
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the tubular stem to control or regulate the vol 
ume and the Vertical angle of the Streams isSu 
ing from the stem and, if desired, the device may 
include means of adjustment at the intake end 
of the tubular stem to adapt the device to han 
dle Supply pressures of different values and yet 
obtain the desired vertical angle of discharge 
from the outer end of the stem. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a device of this character wherein the rotating 
or Spiraling Outer stream of water serves as the 
motive power, while offering a minimum of back 
pressure, causing the tilted tubular stem to swing 
through an annular path and about its point of 
mounting So as to roll or ride on the internal 
surface of the tubular body, thus obtaining a 
Sun-and-planet friction drive. In actual opera 
tion the stem may move through its inclined cir 
cular path at a speed of from 1,000 to 2,000 revo 
lutions per minute, depending upon the pressure 
and Volume conditions, While the frictional roll 
ing engagement of the stem on the inner surface 
of the body causes the stem to rotate about its 
Own inclined axis at a speed of from 25 to 75 
revolutions per minute. If desired, a positive 
'gear' drive may be provided between the stem 
and the Wall of the body by forming meshing 
teeth or serrations thereon so that the stem is 
positively rotated about its own longitudinal axis 
as it SWings about its point of attachment. In 
certain embodiments of the invention, where a 
slower rotation of the stem is desired, as in 
Orchard irrigators, the discharge orifices or tubes 
of the stem may be pitched in such a manner 
that the reactive effect of the fluid discharging 
therefrom tends to reduce the rate of rotation of 
the stem without, of course, materially affecting 
the speed of wobbling or gyration of the stem 
about its point of mounting in the body. It is 
significant that the motor action which produces 
the Wobbling and rotation of the tubular stem is 
not conducive to appreciable back pressure. 
A still further object of the invention is to pro 

Wide a device of the class mentioned that is ex 
tremely simple and inexpensive to manufacture. 
The major portions of the sprinkler or nozzle 
may be fabricated from standard metal tubing 
appropriately force fitted or otherwise assem 
bled. 
Other objectives and features of the invention 

will become apparent from the following detailed 
description of typical preferred embodiments, 
throughout which description reference is made 
to the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

Figure is a longitudinal Sectional view of one 
form of the invention; 

Figure 2 is an enlarged fragmentary longitudi 
nal sectional view illustrating the loose mount 
ing or restraining means for the tubular stem, 
being a view taken as indicated by line 2-2 on 
Figure 3; 

Figure 3 is a transverse sectional view taken 
as indicated by line 3-3 on Figure2; 

Figures 4 and 5 are longitudinal Sectional views 
of other embodiments, Figure 4 ilustrating a por 
tion of the device in side elevation; 

Figure 6 is a perspective view of a sprinkler 
of the invention embodying a deflector; 

Figure 7 is a plan view of the device illustrated 
in Figure 6 with the tubular stem appearing in 
transverse cross section; 

Figure 8 is a longitudinal sectional view of still 
another form of the invention; 

Figures 9 and 10 are transverse sectional views 
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4. 
taken as indicated by lines 9-9 and O-0, re 
Spectively, on Figure 8, and 

Figures 11, 2 and 13 are diagrammatic views 
illustrating typical spray patterns obtained with 
the sprinklers of the invention. 
The embodiment of the invention illustrated 

in Figures 1, 2 and 3 may be said to comprise 
generally a tubular body ?o adapted to be con 
nected with a Source of fluid under pressure such 
as a hose or pipe P, a tubular fluid-discharging 
Stein in the body 0, means 2 for restraining 
and positioning the stem for axial movement, 
rotation and angular or Swinging movement about 
a point spaced from the outer end of the body, 
orifices 3, or their equivalent, for causing a 
stream of fluid to spiral or rotate around the 
stem to actuate the same, and means 4 for 
regulating or adjusting the fluid flow through the 
stem ff. 
The body O may be varied greatly in construc 

tion and design, depending upon the intended 
application or use of the device. In the simple 
preferred embodiment illustrated, the body O is 
a length of tubing open at its outer end for the 
discharge of fluid. To facilitate connection of 
the body O with the pipe P or other source of 
fluid supply, an adapter-like part 5 may be press 
fitted or otherwise Secured on the outer portion 
of the body and the adapter part is shown screw 
threaded on the pipe P. The body fo may ex 
tend into the pipe P and is received therein. With 
considerable clearance, leaving an annular fluid 
passage 6. In the preferred construction the 
interior of the body O is beveled or flared at 
the outer extremity of the body as shown at 7. 
The stem f f is the moving element of the noz 

ze or sprinkler and is arranged longitudinally 
within the body f (). In accordance with this 
invention, the stem if is tubular and in practice 
may be a simple length of metal tubing. I pre 
fer to make the stem f of Substantial length 
to extend through the body O from one end to 
the other. As shown in the drawings, the stem 

extends outwardly beyond the outer end of the 
body O and projects from the inner end of the 
body to protrude into the pipe P. The external 
diameter of the stem f l is considerably less than 
the internal diameter of the body fo, leaving an 
annular fluid passage 8 which also forms a 
space in which the stem is free to gyrate or wob 
ble. The outer end portion of the tubular stem 

| is provided with a deflector or head 9 which 
may either be formed integral with the stem or 
formed as a separate part press fitted or other 
wise secured on the stem. The head 9 may be 
given various shapes as desired. In the construc 
tion illustrated in Figure 1, the head 9 has a 
polygonal margin and its under side slopes up 
wardly and outwardly to assist in directing the 
fluid issuing from the passage f8, the angle of 
inclination being Selected to Suit the intended 
use. The head 9 is larger in diameter than the 
body fo so as to serve as a valve. When fluid 
is discharging from the sprinkler, the fluid flow 
raises the stem so that the head 9 is in a 
position such as illustrated in the drawings, but. 
when the device is not in use, the under side of 
the head 9 rests or seats against the outer end 
of the body to Seal of the sprinkler. This pre 
vents the entrance of Soil and other Solid matter 
into the body O and seals off the body against 
the entrance of air, thereby reducing corrosion 
of the Sprinkler parts. The deflector head f 9 
may be quite large in diameter as illustrated in 
Figure 5 and where the sprinkler is intended for 
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In Figure I have shown a valve screw 28 
threaded in the lower end of the stem to con 
trol the fluid inlet ports 2i. This screw 28 may 
be employed to regulate the fiow into the stem 
f f and thus compensate for differences in supply 
preSSure. For example, where a number of the 
Sprinklers are employed in an irrigation system, 
the screw 28 of the sprinklers at the lower parts 
of the pipeline system may be adjusted to par 
tially close their respective openings 2 so that 
the fluid flow through the stems of those 
Sprinklers corresponds with the flow through the 
stems i? of the sprinklers located at higher levels 
Where the fluid pressure is lower. 
The invention may be embodied in a “pop-up' 

type lawn Sprinkler as shown in Figure 5. In 
this construction the above-described part 5 is 
replaced by a member 30 force fitted or otherwise 
Secured to the outer end of the body O and pro 
vided with a large horizontal flange 3 to be 
installed at ground level. The upper end of the 
member 30 has a central recess 32 to receive the 
deflector head 9 when the device is not in use 
and the Stem is retracted. In this case the 
deflector head 9 is preferably at the upper ex 
tremity of the stem t i so that there are no pro 
jecting parts above the flange 3 when the device 
is not in use. The self-closing feature is, of 
course, embodied in other types of sprinklers 
of the invention. 

It is contemplated that stationary deflectors of 
various shapes and sizes may be employed on 
the Sprinklers. Thus in Figures 6 and 7 I have 
shown a deflector 33 secured to the body part 5. 
by brazing or the like. The deflector 33 has a, 
generally horizontal basin portion 43 with up 
turned margins and the deflector extends wer 
tically upward from the basin to project above 
the stem if when the latter is in its raised opera 
tive position. An upwardly and inwardly sloping 
or curved roof portion 44 continues upwardly 
from the deflector. The particular deflector 33 
illustrated is designed to provide a flow pattern 
or sprinkler coverage of about 180 degrees, the 
deflector extending a substantial distance in both 
directions from the body part 5. The inter 
mediate or main wall portion of the deflector 33 
may be Substantially flat and rearwardly in 
clined while its two vertical margins are curved 
inwardly or forwardly, as at 34, to direct the 
streams of water forwardly. 
The arrow A in Figure 7 indicates the direction 

of gyration cf the stem f about its mounting 
means f2 while the arrow B designates the direc 
tion of 'cation of the Sten about its own axis 
as a result of the Sun-and-planet type frictional 
engagement of the inclined stem with the internal 
Surface of the body O. As the inclined stem 

is gyrated about the means 2 in the direction 
of arrow A, by the action of the angular strealin 
of fluid flowing through the passage 18, the stem 
lides or rolls along the inner Surface of the 
body í 0 and as a consequence is rotated in the 
direction B. Thus the streams C from the open 
ingS 26 discharge radially and move jin the di 
rection of arrow B and as these streams inpinge 
against the deflector 33 they are directed for 
wardly or away from the deflector by the curved 
margin '34. As shown in the left-hand portion 
of Figure 7, these streams C deflected in this way 
CrOSS the paths of the Sane Streams C that have 
moved beyond the end of the deflector 33. 
the inclined stem if gyrates in the body O, the 
eccentricity of the stem leaves a constantly mov 
ing or rotating area of the passage 8 open for 
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8 
the discharge of fluid. This region is designated 
35 in the drawings. The fluid stream discharg 
ing from this region 35 of the passage 8 is de 
flected outwardly by the head 9 and is desig 
nated D in Figure 7. The stream D rotates by 
reason of the gyration or circular path taken 
by the stem if and the stream is deflected by 
the margin 34 of the deflector 33 so as to cross 
the path of the same stream that has moved 
beyond the deflector. This is shown in the right 
hand portion of Figure 7. A portion of the 
Water falls into the basin 43 as a result of the 
interference of the streams and as a result of 
the Water being stopped at the deflector. This 
water is not retained in the basin but is picked 
up and carried away by streams C and D as they 
move acroSS the deflector. 
As described above, the stem gyrates and 

rolls about in the end of the body O at a much 
greater rate than the speed of rotation of the 
Stein on its own axis. However, in certain 
sprinklers, for exampie, in the Jarge types in 
tended for orchard irrigation, it may be desired 
to further reduce the speed of rotation of the 
Stem about its own axis so that the streams C 
issuing from the stem and irrigating the outer 
ZOne of the Sprinkled area travel at a slower 
late. In Figures 8 and 9 I have shown discharge 
nozzles or tubes 40 secured in the openings 26 
of the stem and shaped or arranged to retard 
the Speed of rotation of the stem ff. The tubes 
40 project outwardly beyond the stem and are 
either curved or pitched tangentially and in cor 
responding directions so that the reactive effect 
of the fluid discharging from them slows down 
or "brakes' the rotation of the stem about 
its owin axis. Because the stem ff rotates about 
its own axis in the direction B, which is opposite 
to the direction A of gyration produced by the 
angular flow of fluid in the passage 8, the tubes 
40 are pitched in the same direction as the open 
ings 13. This relationship is illustrated in Fig 
ures 9 and 10. The distribution tubes 40 pro 
ject Some distance from the stem so that the 
streams C issuing from the tubes do not inter 
Sect the inner stream D issuing from the passage 
f8. However, the tubes 40 themselves pass 
through the stream D to assist in breaking up 
the strean. 
The invention contemplates a positive “geared' 

or meshing drive between the gyrating stem 
and the wall of the body opening 3. Figure 1. 
illustrates teeth or serrations 4f on the stem i? 
for cooperating or meshing with similar serra 
tions 42 on the internal surface of the body to 
to gear the stem to the body and thus insure 
positive rotation of the stem i f about its longi 
tlidiinal axis as the stem gyrates. It is to be 
understood that the serrations or teeth 4 and 
42 may be incorporated in other embodiments of 
the invention. 

It is believed that the operation of the nozzles 
or Sprinklers will be readily understood from the 
foregoing detailed description. Referring to the 
type of sprinkler illustrated in Figures 1 to 5. 
inclusive, the fluid takes two paths or courses 
through the sprinkler. In one path it flows 
through the passage 6 to enter the tangential 
Openings 3 and flow outwardly through the 
paSSage 8 and discharge from the outer end of 
the body. The second path of the fluid is through 
the openings 2 or the end 20 of the stem for 
flow through the stem and for discharge from 
the openings 26. The openings 3 impart angu 
lar motion to the fluid flowing out through the 
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opening 18 and this motion causes gyration of 
the stem i? about its mounting means 2. The 

in of the tilted or inclined stem fresults 
in constant movement 9r turning 9f the 9pen 
regigon 35 at the puter end qif the pa 
that the stream issuing therefro 
This stream D is defected by the head is and 
forms the inner stream for irrigating the region 
immediately around the sprinkler. Th? gyr? 
tion of the inclined stem results in rotation of 
the stem about its own axis through the rolling 
or geared contact 9f the stem with the Wall of 
the body so that the streams C issuing from 
the openings 26 rotate in the direction B. These. 
streams whose volume may be regulated by the 
sgreW 27, are pr9jected a, greater d ?: ; ???? 
the strean D and serye to irrigate the outer zone 
of the area covered by the sprinkler. As pre 
viously described, the volume and therefore the 
arched direction of the stream D from the open 
ings 26 may be regulated at will by adjusting the 
screw 27. .? 

Figures 11, 12 and 13 illustrate in a diagram 
matic manner typical spray patterns of the 
sprinklers. Figure 11 shows a stream C discharg 
ing to the left, this stream issuing from one of 
the openings 26, as aboye described, and extend 
ing outwardly a considerable distance to irrigate 
the outer region of the defined by the circle 
55. In this Figure 11 the streatnissuing from the 
other opening 23 of the stem is intersecting the 
stream of water flowing from the open portion 35 
of the passage 8, it being assurned that in Figure 
11 the stem is in a position substantially as 
illustrated in Figure 7. This other stream C picks 
up water flowing upwardly around the stern 
from the passage portion 35 and carriest 

of the stream C, which . 
stream E, may extendor conti 
yond the stream E and perhap 
5. Figure 12 illustrates a, c 
two openings 26 are 
passage porticin 35 to p ?? ??? . . ????x 
streams C without intersecting the Wa 
from the passage portion 35. At this 

the stem to be deflected laterally by the he 
This forms an inner spray stream Fwhich serves 
to irrigate the innermost region of the 
watered. The stream Dillustrated in Figure 7 may, in practice, be like the stream E, or may be 
the stream F. just described, the action of the de 
fiector 33 being the same in any, event. It is to 
be understogd that the streams. Cand El 
drop waterin the innermost zo thes 

ration and rotation of the stem if ass ??›› 
able variations in the spray patterns to obtain a 
good distribution of the Water Without an 
sive concentration of Water at any Qne. 
points. The valve screws, 27 and 28 may isted to regulate, or proportion they plumeso 
water discharged from the Qpenings 26 and the 
passage mouth portion 35. Figure 13 illustrates 

in a general way a typ 
given pressure and voluº 
valve screw 27 in a p ? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? 
will be observed in this figure that the streams C 

is and E both arch upwardly to some extent, being 
guided or deflected by the deflector head 19, and 
each drops or leaves the broken-up water 
throughout a substantial area. 
The combined oscillation and rotation of the stem result in a constantly changing angle of 

discharge of water from the openings 26. The 
O 

combination of differential-speed motions of the 
Stein i a m of the water in the 

crete drops as dis 
i from solid or substantially continuo 

streams. In fact, so long as the water is dis 
harging, even in very small volumes, it is not 

ible to obtain a solid or continuous stream 
rom either the op 26 or the passage por 

20 tion 35. The streams being of this non-continu Gus character and being mäge up of separ?ter?iin 
like drops, do not exert a sustained force at any 
one point and therefore cannot injure or knock 
doWifi eyen the Maos dellieat? plaats, ef?de the soil, 
or dislodge plant or tree blossoms or pollen. " 
In actual operation of the sprinklers it has been 

observed that they produce relatively large rain 
like drops which are evenly, although unpredict 
ably, distributed throughout the area being irri 
gated. The sprinklers produce practically nomist 
or fine spray and there is a minimum of loss 
through evaporation. The Sprinklersare con 
structed to produce little back pressure, the water 
being free to flow through the sprinklers with a 
minimum of restriction. The imparting of angu 
lar motion to the stream in the passage 18, which 
angular ration constitutes the motive power for 
the gyrating and rotating stem, is effected with 
out producing any substantial back pressure. The 

) gyration and rotation of the stem if automati 
cally clear the sprinklers of dirt, rust, etc., and 
assures free positive action of the sprinklers at 
all times. 
Having described only typical preferred em 

bodiments of my invention, I do not wish to be 
limited to the specific details set forth, but wish 
to reserve to myself any features or variations 
that may fall within the scope of the accompany 
ing claims. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** 
I claim: 
1. A fluid discharging, device comprising a body 

having an internal wall defining a fluid outlet 
bore, a tubular stem arranged longitudinally in 
the outlet bore and of Smaller diameter than the 
bore to leave a passage therein, bearing means 
for the stem at a point Spaced from the outer, end 
of the body permitting rotation of the stem about 
???? QWmaxis agd?????? gement pf the 
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2. A fluid discharging device comprising a 
body having an internai wall defining a fluid 
outlet bore, a tubular stem arranged longitudi 
nally in the bore and of appreciably Smaller 
diameter than the bore to leave a passage there 
in, bearing means for Supporting the Stem at a 
point Spaced from the Outer end of the body 
for rotation about its own axis and permitting 
free gyration of the stem about Said point while 
inclined to lean against said internal wall of 
the body adjacent the outer end thereof, means 
spaced a considerable distance outwardly from 
Said point for imparting angular notion to the 
fluid flowing through said passage to gyrate the 
stem about said point and thus cause rotation 
of the stem about its own axis by reason of said 
engagement of the Stem with Said internal Wall 
of the body, the gyration of the stem breaking 
up the fluid stream issuing from said passage, 
the stem projecting outwardly beyond the fluid 
discharging outer end of the body and the tubul 
lar stem being open at its inner end for tha 
reception of fluid, and a deflector head on the 
projecting end of the stem for directing said fluid 
stream, the projecting portion of the Stem hav 
ing at least one opening for the discharge of 
fluid from the stem, the last-named opening 
being directed laterally and being below Said 
head so that the stream of fluid issuing there 
from intersectS the Stream isSuuing fror Said pas 
Sage. 

3. A fluid discharging device comprising a 
body having an internal wall defining a fluid con 
ducting bore, a tubular stem arranged longitudi 
nally in the bore and of smaller diameter than 3 
the bore to leave a fluid passage therein, bearing 
means at a point Spaced inwardly from tha outer 
end of the body for positioning the stem and for 
allowing rotation of the stern about its own axis 
and gyration of the stem about said point while 
inclined to lean against Said Wall in a region 
spaced outwardly from Said point, means for in 
parting angular motion to the fluid flowing 
through said passage to cause Substantial gyra 
tion of the stem and thus cause rotation of the 
stem about its own axis by reason of Said en 
gagement of the stem with said wall, the gyra 
tion of the Stem breaking up the fluid Strea.In 
issuing from said passage, the stem projecting 
outwardly beyond the fluid-discharging outer 
end of the body and the stem being open at 
its inner end for the reception of fluid, a de 
flector head in the projecting end of the stem 
for directing said fluid stream, the projecting 
portion of the stem having at least one laterally 
directed outlet for discharging a stream of fluid, 
and manually regulable means on the Stem for 
controlling the flow from Said outlet. 

4. A sprinkler comprising a body having an 
internal wall defining a liquid-conducting bore 
which is open at its outer end for the discharge 
of liquid, a tubular stem of smaller external 
diameter than said bore arranged longitudinally 
in the bore to extend from the Outer end there 
of, bearing means spaced from said outer end 
of the bore positioning and restraining the stem 
for gyration while inclined with respect to the 
axis of said bore so as to lean against and roll 
along said wall of said bore adjacent said outer 
end thereof and carrying the stem for rotation 
about its own longitudinal axis, means for in 
parting angular motion to the liquid flowing 
through said bore to cause Such gyration of the 
stem, the rolling engagement of the stem with 
said Wall of the Opening causing rotation of the 
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stem, the interior of the tubular stem constitut 
ing a liquid passage which is open at its inner 
end for the reception of liquid, the gyration of 
the stem serving to break up the liquid Stream 
discharging from the Outer end of Said bore, and 
there being at least one liquid discharge open 
ing in the gyrating rotating tubular stem beyond 
the Outer end of said body bore, and manually 
adjustable means for controlling the admission 
of liquid to the interior of the tubular stem, 

5. A Sprinkler comprising a body having an 
internal wall defining a liquid-conducting bore 
which is open at its outer end for the discharge 
of liquid, a tubular stem of smaller external 
diameter than Said bore arranged longitudinally 
in the bore to extend from the outer end there 
of, restraining and positioning bearing means 
Spaced from Said outer end of the bore per 
mitting gyration of the stem while inclined with 
respect to the axis of Said bore so as to lean 
against and roll along said wall adjacent said 
Outer end thereof and carrying the stem for 
rotation about its own longitudiinal axis, means 
for imparting angular motion to the liquid flow 
ing through Said bore to cause such gyration of 
the Stem, the rolling engagement of the stem 
with Said Wall causing rotation of the stem, the 
interior of the tubular stem constituting a liquid 
paSSage open at its inner end for the reception 
of liquid, the gyration of the stem serving to 
break up the liquid stream discharging from the 
outer end of said bore, and at least one laterally 
projecting nozzle on the stem beyond said outer 
end of the body opening for discharging liquid 
fl'On the Sten. 

6. A Sprinkler comprising a body having an 
internal Wall defining a liquid-conducting bore 
Which is open at its outer end for the discharge 
of liquid, a tubular stem of smaller external 
diameter than said bore arranged longitudinally 
in the bore to extend from the outer end thereof, 
positioning and restraining bearing means for 
the stem Spaced from said outer end of the bore 
permitting gyration of the stem. While inclined 
With respect to the axis of said bore so as to 
lean against and roll along said wall adjacent 
Said Outer end thereof and allowing the stem 
to rotate about its own longitudinal axis, means 
for imparting angular motion to the liquid flow 
ing through said bore to cause such gyration of 
the stem, the rolling engagement of the stem 
With Said wall causing rotation of the stem, the 
interior of the tubular stem constituting a liquid 
passage open at its inner end to receive liquid, 
the gyration of the stem serving to break up the 
liquid stream discharging from the outer end 
of Said opening, and at least one liquid discharg 
ing nozzle on the Stem beyond the outer end 
of Said body opening directed laterally and 
tangentially So that the reactive effect of the 
liquid discharging therefrom slows rotation of 
the stem. 

7. A Sprinkler coln prising a body having an 
internal Wall defining an elongate liquid-con 
ducting bore which is open at its outer end for 
the discharge of liquid, a tubular stem of smaller 
external diameter than said bore arranged long 
tudinally in the bore to extend from the outer 
end thereof, bearing means spaced from said 
outer end of the opening allowing gyration of the 
stem while inclined at a substantial angle with 
respect to the axis of said bore so as to lean 
against and roll along said wall adjacent said 
Outer end thereof and carrying the stem for ro 
tation about its own longitudinal axis, said bear 
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ing means including an annular bearing surface 
in the body receiving the stem with clearance to 
permit free rotation and said gyration of the 
stem, a second bearing surface in the body facing 
inwardly therein, a collar on the stem, and at 
least one thrust bearing Washer on the collar for 
engaging said second surface, means for impart 
ing angular motion to the liquid flowing through 
said bore to cause such gyration of the stem, the 
rolling engagement of the stem with said wall 

tubular stem constituting a liquid passage, the 
gyration of the stem serving to break up the 
liquid stream discharging from the outer end 
of said bore, and there being at least one liquid 

m :10 

causing rotation of the stem, the interior of the 

14 
outer end of said body opening, and a stationary 
deflector on the body for deflecting the streams 
issuing from said bore and opening. 

9. A fluid discharging device comprising a body 
having a fluid outlet bore, a stem arranged longi 
tudinally in the outlet bore and of smaller diam 
eter than the bore So as to leave a fluid passage 
in the bore, positioning and restraining bearing 
means for the stem permitting rotation of the 
stem about its longitudinal axis and allowing the 
stem to gyrate about a point spaced inwardly 
from the outer end of the body while inclined 

15 : discharge opening in the gyrating rotating stem 
beyond the outer end of said body bore. 

8. A sprinkler comprising a body having an 
internal wall defining a liquid-conducting bore 
which is open at its outer end for the discharge 

ameter than said bore arranged longitudinally 
in the bore to extend from the outer end thereof, 

20 
of liquid, a tubular stem of smaller external disi; 

bearing means spaced inwardly from said outer. 
end of the bore guiding the stem for gyration 25 
while inclined with respect to the axis of said: 
opening so as to lean against and roll along said 
wall adjacent said outer end thereof and jour 
naling the stem for rotation about its own longi 
tudinal axis, means for imparting angular mo 
tion to the liquid flowing through said bore to 
cause such gyration of the stem, the rolling en 
gagement of the stem with said wall causing 
rotation of the stem, the interior of the tubular 
stem constituting a liquid passage, the gyration, 35 
of the stem serving to break up the liquid stream: 
discharging from the Outer end of Said bore, and , . 
there being at least one liquid discharge open 
ing in the gyrating rotating stem beyond the 

With respect to the longitudinal axis of the bore 
SO as to lean against the Wall of the bore, the 
stem having an Outer end protruding beyond the 
outer end of the body, means for imparting an 
gular motion to the fluid flowing through said 
passage to cause gyration of the stem, the en 
gagement of the gyrating stem. With the Wall 
of the bore causing the stem to rotate, about 
its own longitudinal axis as it gyrates, the gyra 
tion of the stem breaking up the fluid stream is 
Suing from the Outer end of the outlet bore, the 
stem having a longitudinally extending fluid con 
ducting bore open at its inner end for the recep 
tion of fluid, and means on the protruding outer 
end of the stem for discharging fluid from said 
bore of the gyrating and rotating stem. 

JOHN O. HRUBY, JR. 
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